As temperatures fall, many products can **FREEZE** during shipping. So check your inventory and...

**STOCK UP!**

**Before WINTER**

**ENAMEL RADIATOR PAINT**
A very popular enamel paint that is used by radiator shops nation wide. Great coverage and economically priced. Mixes approximately 4 parts thinner/1 part paint.

| RW0101-1 | 1 Gallon Black
| RW0101-5 | 5 Gallon Black

**NOTE:** This product may be subject to shipping restrictions.

**PREMIUM LATEX PAINT**
A premium latex water based paint that is designed exclusively for radiator shops. This paint has been chemically formulated to flow well, cover well, clean up easily and make your repairs look great. Cover your work with the best, Riteway Premium Latex Paint!

| RW0115-1 | 1 Gallon Black
| RW0115-5 | 5 Gallon Black

**TINNING POWDER, PASTE & WHIZ**
A special formula that works well on cast iron and copper alloys.

| RW0111-12 | 12 lb. Lead Free Tinning Powder
| RW0117-6  | 4 lb. Lead Free Tinning Paste
| RW0118-1  | 1 Qt. Tinning Whiz Paste (Contains Lead)

**SEAL GUARD**
Seal guard is a powder radiator sealer which disperses with air throughout the radiator to seal pin hole leaks and eliminate come backs. An exclusive industrial sealer for the radiator repair industry.

| RW0114-1  | 1 qt. Seal Guard

**NORTHERN EPOXY KIT**
Use for repair on plastic tank radiators and radiators with epoxy filled headers. Kits include applicator and plunger. Mixing nozzle and epoxy sold separately.

| RW0441    | Mixing Nozzle for 5 oz. Epoxy
| RW0444    | Northern 5 oz. Epoxy Cartridge
| RW0475    | Northern Epoxy Applicator Kit (uses 2 oz. cart.)

| RW0478    | Northern 2 oz. Epoxy Cartridge
| RW0475-2  | Northern Replacement 2 to 1 Plunger
| RW0476    | Mixing Nozzle for #478 (Small)

www.northernfactory.com
FUEL TANK LINER KITS
Northern Fuel Tank Liner is resistant to gasoline, diesel fuel, hydraulic fluids, alcohol, ethanol and other fuel additives. It’s major use is to seal leaking fuel tanks. Complete Kit includes Cleaner, Prep and Sealer!

- RW0125-8 Motorcycle & Small Engine Fuel Tank Liner Kit (Pints)
- RW0125-9 Auto & Farm Tank Liner Kit (Quarts)

 aloud Tank Liners
Internal rusting is caused by condensation in the fuel tank. Internal fuel tank liners are designed to seal leaks and prevent further rusting. Fuel Tank Liner will bond to existing rust and form a chemical barrier to prevent it from flaking off and plugging the fuel line or carburetor.

- RW0125-3 Tank Liner Pint
- RW0125-1 Tank Liner Quart
- RW0125-2 Tank Liner Gallon (Hazardous Fees apply)

EXO-COAT
Exo-Coat is a special EXTERNAL urethane coating for fuel tanks. This special coating offers the superior adhesion of urethane plus plastic fibers are added for extra strength and crack resistance. Exo-Coat is safe to use, contains no cancer causing agents and does not require mixing like epoxys. Easy to apply, just brush it on and let it air dry.

- RW0126 Exo-Coat (External Tank Coating)

CHARGE AIR COOLER CLEANER
For internal cleaning of charge air coolers. Renewes performance and enhances heat transfers.

- RW0149-5 5 Gallon Drum
- RW0149-15 15 Gallon Drum

SUPERIOR LIQUID FLUX
Liquid soldering flux has a carefully balanced zinc chloride formulation. The special cleaning action dissolves sulfides, chlorides, nitrates and oxide corrosion quickly and easily. This means you will use less flux and get a clean surface ready for solder bond.

- RW0139-1 1 Gal. Superior Liquid Flux
- RW0139-5 5 Gal. Superior Liquid Flux
- RW0139-15 16 Gal. Superior Liquid Flux

WELDING WHIZ
Northern Welding Whiz is an industrial strength acid cleaner designed specifically for cleaning aluminum parts. Spray it on, let it foam, rinse off.

- Z14001 1 Quart Bottle w/sprayer

To view additional Shop Supplies, go to www.northernfactory.com or call your Northern facility for these products!